
BEDROCK GRANITE DRAWING APPROVAL 

Bedrock Granite is responsible for final dimensions that were taken by the measure technician. 
Please confirm ONLY the items below to verify your product turns out how it is intended to. 

Please see bottom right corner on drawing for title block information.  

 Install Date: __4/25/22____ 

____Confirm there were no cabinet alterations or changes made since templating was done. 

____ Confirm Product Color & Finish (Suede, leathered, Satin or Polished) 

____ Confirm Edge Profile (Bullnose BN-Half Round HR - Pencil Round PR- Eased Flat Polish FP 
Bevel BV-Extreme Bevel EBV- Chisel CHSL- Ogee OG) 

____ Confirm Sink choice is the correct make and model number. (Bedrock Granite does not 
guarantee perfect fit for customer supplied sinks. Kitchen Sink Radii are 2” due to the tooling that is 
used on the CNC machine, even if sink corners are ninety degrees or smaller.  The flat eased tool 
that is used in the fabrication process is 3” diameter in size. No zero radius sinks will have a true 
ninety-degree corner.)  

____ Confirm Faucet holes are in the correct locations and amount needed. This applies to all sinks. 

____ Confirm both inside and outside corner Radius. Inside corner radius is limited to 2” due to 
tooling mentioned above for CNC machining. 

____ Confirm all overhangs are correct as they are dimensioned. 

____ Please understand seam placement is not finalized on this drawing. The FINAL seam location 
will be determined at the slabsmith layout. (This photo will be sent to you in the near future)  

____ Confirm backsplash (BS) or tile (TL) is marked where applicable. (CLN) is noted where there 
will not be tile or backsplash. 

MOST CUSTOMERS FIND THIS APPROVAL AND DRAWING PROCESS CONVIENENT. HOWEVER, IF YOU ARE HAVING DIFFICULTIES 

FOLLOWING ANY PART OF THIS OR HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, FEEL FREE TO CONTACT THE OFFICE FOR HELP IN GOING OVER THE DETAILS. 

(262)677-0900

Signature:_______________________________________________________Date:____________ 
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